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Figure 1. HERMITS: Mechanical shell add-ons for self-propelled TUIs (a. Joystick Shell, b. Knob Shell, c. Lift Shell, d. Rotation Accumulation Shell,
e. Trafﬁc Light Shell, f. Vehicle Shell, g. Fan Shell, h. Robotic Gripper Shell, i. Rotating Arrow Shell, j. Vertical Motion Shell, k. 2 DoF Rotation Shell,
l. Mad Hatter Shell, m. Grown-up Alice Shell, n. Rabbit Shell, and o. Self-Propelled Robot.)

ABSTRACT

We introduce HERMITS, a modular interaction architecture
for self-propelled Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) that incorporates physical add-ons, referred to as mechanical shells. The
mechanical shell add-ons are intended to be dynamically reconﬁgured by utilizing the locomotion capability of self-propelled
TUIs (e.g. wheeled TUIs, swarm UIs). We developed a proofof-concept system that demonstrates this novel architecture
using two-wheeled robots and a variety of mechanical shell
examples. These mechanical shell add-ons are passive physical attatchments that extend the primitive interactivities (e.g.
shape, motion and light) of the self-propelled robots.
The paper proposes the architectural design, interactive functionality of HERMITS as well as design primitives for mechanical shells. The paper also introduces the prototype implementation that is based on an off-the-shelf robotic toy with
a modiﬁed docking mechanism. A range of applications is
demonstrated with the prototype to motivate the collective and
dynamically reconﬁgurable capability of the modular architecture, such as an interactive mobility simulation, an adaptive
home/desk environment, and a story-telling narrative. Lastly,
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we discuss the future research opportunity of HERMITS to
enrich the interactivity and adaptability of actuated and shape
changing TUIs.
Author Keywords

Actuated Tangible User Interface; Swarm User Interface;
Human Robot Interaction; Mechanical Shell
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•Human-centered computing → Interaction devices;
INTRODUCTION

Actuated and shape changing tangible interfaces have been
one of the main streams in the ﬁeld of HCI to explore the
role of dynamic actuation capabilities for interaction design
[63, 8, 58, 61]. Through such work, researchers envision the
ultimate goal of reconﬁgurable physical matter that is coupled
with dynamic digital information, where the physical matter
transforms into any shape that users wish and instruct (e.g.
Radical Atoms [29], Programmable Matter [21, 81]).
Various implementation methods have been proposed to explore the enabling hardware platform that can adapt to a variety
of interactions / applications, including pin-based shape displays [43, 18], actuated curve interfaces [52, 51], or swarm
user interfaces [42]. While a variety of incremental efforts
(e.g. resolution, additional modalities) have been made to
improve the display and interaction quality of these platforms,
they each have their own limitations on ﬁdelity with regards
to the shapes. This contradicts with their goal to be generic
platforms that can be used for anything.
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To overcome this limitation, we propose, HERMITS, a novel
architectural design for self-propelled actuated tangible user
interfaces (TUIs) to extend their interactions with interchangeable add-on modules which can be dynamically docked/undocked by the system. We deﬁne self-propelled TUIs as a
physical interface with locomotion capabilities, that includes a
system with one or more robotic devices which are previously
explored widely [20, 42, 22]. The name for this project is
inspired by hermit crabs, which are known to actively switch
their shells throughout their lifetimes. Hence, we refer to the
interchangeable physical add-ons in our system as mechanical
shells.
In this paper, we deﬁne interaction design values of our approach for enriching the reconﬁgurablity and adaptability of
self-propelled TUIs. While the extension of actuated TUIs
with passive objects has been previously explored [68, 53,
78], our paper intends to explore a similar approach but particularly for self-propelled TUIs. By leveraging their locomotion capabilities, we introduce a novel approach to add
dynamic/automated reconﬁguration capabilities to actuated
and shape changing TUIs.
Speciﬁcally, to explore this interaction design modality, we
developed a proof-of-concept prototype. This system is based
on two-wheeled self-propelled robots with an active docking
mechanism, and a variety of mechanical shell add-ons that are
designed to extend and convert the primitive interactivity of
the devices. The docking hardware design (based on off-theshelf robotic toys) as well as a scalable control architecture
are introduced. Using the HERMITS prototype, we present
applications that take advantage of the reconﬁgurability and
adaptability of the interaction architecture. Finally, the paper
discusses open research opportunities of this interaction architecture to contribute to future research into robotic, actuated
and shape changing TUIs.
List of Contributions

• Introduction of the interaction architectural concept of HERMITS that augment the interactivity of self-propelled TUIs.
• Deﬁnition of the design space of HERMITS’ mechanical
shell add-ons for extending the interactivity.
• Implementation of the system of HERMITS based on an offthe-shelf robotic toy with added active docking capability.
• Demonstration of applications to validate the concept.
• Discussion of limitations and future work to deﬁne the open
research space.
RELATED WORK

The concept and design of HERMITS are built upon previous
work on reconﬁgurable tangible interfaces, extendable interface with physical attatchments, and self-propelled interfaces.

and intuitive interaction [31, 23, 40, 45, 5, 60]. Recently, in
the research stream of shape changing and actuated tangible
interfaces [63, 8, 29, 61], there have been efforts in developing
a modular architecture to improve the richness of shape representation and interaction capability of the actuated hardware
[62, 49, 26, 80, 55]. Researchers explored the customizable
actuated components to let users design actuated artifacts in a
variety of conﬁguration.
While these hardware design are mainly comprised of electric
and computational components, the idea explored in this paper
is a passive mechanicam attatchment for actuated tangible
interfaces. Our approach intends to extend the interactivity
of existing generic robotic devices with such passive components which doesn’t require complex and costly computational
electrical systems.
Extending Generic Interfaces with Passive Attachments

In HCI, there have also been approaches to extend the interactivity of generic devices/interfaces with passive objects and
attachments. For example, optic interaction functionalities
(display and optic sensing) were extended using optical ﬁbers,
3D printed clear parts, or mirrored objects that act as optical
guide [87, 4, 90]. Capacitive touch sensing surfaces, that are
common in smartphones and laptop. were extended with passive objects containing conductive traces [36, 64, 92]. Other
sensors within general purpose devices were extended to detect tangible input to attachable passive modules with use of
microphones [41], accelerometers [88] or force sensitive surfaces [25]. As for commercial products, Nintendo Labo [56]
smartly enables the tangible and embodied gaming experience
by extending generic sensing capability of the gaming console
using cardboard crafted attachments.
The use of passive attachments for extending interactivity of
actuated tangible interface have also been explored in HCI.
For example, pin-based shape display have been employed
for assemblying passive magnetic blocks [68, 78], and actuating ﬂexible crafts for storytelling and rapid prototyping [54,
15]. Among them, TRANS-DOCK [53] and KineticBlocks [68]
introduced conversion of mechanical motion of pin-displays
with passive mechanisms to enrich its dynamic interaction capabilities. Katakura et al, introduced extension and conversion
of 3D printer’s motion with mechanical attachments printed
with the printer itself [34, 35]. These approaches ﬁll the gap between users and generic actuated hardware to achieve enriched
adaptable interactivity by using passive modular attachments.
Greatly inspired by such research, we intend to apply this
approach to self-propelled TUIs. Self-propelled TUIs are tangible interfaces with locomotion capabilities. HERMITS leverages their capabilities and contributes to the research space
through the novel exploration of self-docking functionalities as
well as motion transmission designs speciﬁc to two-wheeled
robotic devices.

Reconﬁgurable Tangible Interfaces and Actuation

Self-Propelled TUI and Swarm UI

The functions of modularity and reconﬁgurability for Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) have been investigated by HCI
researchers [30] for TUIs to gain the capability of constructive
assembly of digital model or functional artifacts with tangible

TUIs with locomotion capabilities have been explored in-depth
to explore a way to advance the classic tangible (graspable)
interface paradigm [17, 82, 30] (where all the tangible pucks
were passive). For example, tabletop actuated TUI has been
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explored with technical means of electro-magnet array [58,
76, 77] and self-propelled wheeled robotic system [20, 73]
from 2000s. Moving across tabletop surfaces provided novel
interaction opportunities with TUIs for bi-directional tangible
/ haptic interaction as well as the use of additional passive
instruments [59].
More recently, with advancements in modular robots and the
control of swarms in the ﬁeld of robotics [66, 65, 67, 91],
HCI researchers have expanded upon research into actuated
tangible interfaces by introducing the concept of Swarm User
Interface (SUI) [42]. These involve interfaces which leverage
multiple self-propelled wheeled robots. By using a number of
self-propelled actuated modules, researchers have investigated
a way to conﬁgure the number of actuated pucks for information display [38], gestural interaction [37], haptic feedback
[39], and education [57, 24]. SUIs have also been employed
for activating passive modules including assembling blocks
for rendering haptic proxies [93], and moving furniture and
walls for rendering room-scale VR space [75]. To enhance
the capability of SUI with reconﬁgurable interactive functionalities, HERMITS augment SUI with passive mechanical
transmission attachments, and investigates the a new research
space
For adding extra shape changing modality to SUIs, Suzuki et al.
have explored with ShapeBots [79] and RoomShift [75] to add
linear actuation modules. While some of the mechanical shell
prototypes presented in HERMITS overlap with the interaction
modalities for shape changing SUIs, our novel contribution is
the possibility for self-propelled interfaces (including SUIs) to
selectively attach and detach to modules, enabling more ﬂexible functionalities. This is not possible with ShapeBots, which
is constrained to its original mechanical design. To investigate
this reconﬁgurability, we introduce a speciﬁc docking joint
design for wheeled robots.
HERMITS

In this section, we outline the overall design of HERMITS as
well as the beneﬁts of using mechanical shells for interaction.
HERMITS is a concept and design for an interactive modular
system for self-propelled tangible user interfaces. As shown
in Figure 2, the components of the system include the (1)
self-propelled TUIs (robots), (2) mechanical shells, (3) an
interaction stage, and (4) a computer to control the system.
In this paper, we refer to robots as self-propelled TUIs that
activate mechanical shells in HERMITS, and we refer to the
combination of one or more robots and a shell as a unit.
In the system, robots can selectively attach/detach to the mechanical shells by locomoting across the stage. While the
robots themselves support generic interactions to users (as in
[20, 42, 73]), a variety of mechanical shells allows the system
to provide speciﬁc and reconﬁgurable interactivity to the users
dynamically and on-demand.
Regarding the number of robots, some of the mechanical shells
in HERMITS can be docked and controlled with only a single
robot, while others need to be activated by multiple robots.
Hence, it is not necessary that HERMITS have to have a
swarm of robots. For example, one robot activating a variety of
884

Figure 2. Overall design of HERMITS.

Figure 3. The concept of mechanical shell. A mechanical shell can be attached and detached to self-propelled TUI. The shell can thereby transform the interactivity of the device including shape, motion and other
tangible I/O.

mechanical shells one after another is an architecture option in
the design of HERMITS. As a design space, we also consider
having a swarm of robots as with SUIs to be an exciting
option. This opens the door to interactivity with a collective
and pushes the versatility of the system.
Mechanical Shell: Deﬁnition and Interaction Design Roles

The mechanical shell is a critical component in the design of
HERMITS. We deﬁne the mechanical shell as "an external
passive attachment to self-propelled TUIs that can be automatically attached or detached."
The diagram on Figure 4 illustrates the primitive relationship
between a self-propelled TUI and mechanical shells. The shell
is an attachment that can modify, convert or extend the interactive functionalities of the actuated TUI. For example, mechanical shells can modify the interactive property of ‘shape’,
convert the locomotive ‘motion’ via transmission mechanisms,
or extend other I/O capabilities by taking advantage of installed sensors and actuators in the device. The mechanical
shells can be designed with combinations of these tangible
augmentation capabilities.
Mechanical shells can serve multiple purposes as shown in
Figure 4. By reconﬁguring its shape and converting mechanical I/O motion, the mechanical shells can enhance the dynamic physical affordances of the system and enrich its interaction space. For example, this enables the system to be
used for tangible and haptic controllers (Figure 4a) as well as
for shape representation (Figure 4b). Reconﬁguring the shell
with expressive and iconic shapes and motion would enhance
its communication capability to users which can be great tool
for storytelling (Figure 4c). Furthermore, the motion conversion capability allows the self-propelled TUIs to extend their
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Single Module Design Properties

The mechanical shells can extend or convert properties for a
single robotic module:
Shape: The most primitive and simple property of a mechanical shell is its shape. With HERMITS, each robot is capable
of changing its shape dynamically by exchanging the shell
it ‘wears.’ As these shells can be prefabricated, this allows
the robots to take on different high-ﬁdelity shapes. This is in
contrast to prior work into SUIs, which feature modules that
share the same shapes [42].
Motion: The motion that each module can perform can be
modiﬁed or extended with the use of a mechanical shell with
embedded transmission mechanisms. While the robot of a
SUI is capable of rotation and translation on a 2D plane, mechanical shells, for example, can convert lateral movement to
vertical movement as in the vertical motion unit presented in
(Figure 1j).

Figure 4. Overview of interaction design purposes and beneﬁts of mechanical shells from instances of HERMITS (a. Tangible and Haptic
Controllers, b. Data Physicalization / Tangible Representation, c. Storytelling with Expressive Shapes and Motion, and d. Extended Robotic
Manipulator and Locomotion)

Additionally, the rotational motion generated by robots can be
converted by shells to ramp up their speed or torque by using
different gear ratios; the fan shell (Figure 1g) ramps up the
speed of rotation to generate wind, while the walking shell
(Figure 4d right) ramps up the torque allowing the unit to push
and lift itsself up to traverse uneven surfaces.
Light: Mechanical shells can also augment optical properties.
In HERMITS, the shells can redirect or forward the light
from an LED embedded into the base of each robot to other
custom locations via optic guiding materials (e.g. optical
ﬁbers), similar to [87, 4, 90]. In this way, the light can be
repurposed for different modules, such as for the headlamps
of a vehicle module, or the lights on a trafﬁc light module (see
Figure 1e and f).
Tangible Input: Mechanical shells can also extend the sensing capabilities of the system for interaction purposes. For
example, tangible input to a joystick can be interpreted collectively by multiple robots’ sensors in order to detect the rotation
and direction of the joystick (Figure 1a).
Multi-Module Design Properties

Figure 5. Design space for primitive properties of mechanical shells.

robotic functionalities to affect the physical environment, such
as with the manipulator and locomotor units pictured in (Figure 4d). These will be highlighted by the application section of
this paper. In summary, the beneﬁt of the mechanical shell concept is not only that they can provide each capability described
above, but that they allow for the system to dynamically adapt
and be reconﬁgured to ﬂexibly support interactions.

DESIGN SPACE OF MECHANICAL SHELLS

Many primitive interaction properties of self-propelled TUIs
can be extended and converted using mechanical shells that are
designed either for single or multiple robots. Figure 5 shows
these primitive design properties which are demonstrated in
mechanical shell examples in this paper.
885

As HERMITS encompasses the possibility for multiple robots
to be used, taking inspiration from SUIs, there are also speciﬁc
design properties pertaining to a collection of units. Mechanical shells can serve to combine multiple modules that can
impact how they coordinate their movements:
Multi-DoF: A single shell can house and leverage several
robots’ individual actuation capabilities. For example, a
robotic gripper shell on Figure 1h can be controlled with the
use of multiple robots, enabling multiple degrees-of-freedom
of motion. This is given the term Jointed-DoF (see Figure
5). Multiple degrees of freedom is also enabled through the
discrete cooperation of units. In this manner, units can work
together to present collective shapes, similar to [79], but with
the added possibility to exchange the shell. Co-assembly also
involves multiple degrees of freedom. The lift shell (Figure
1C) demonstrates this feature by extending the mechanism of
the vertical moving shell such that it can lift other robots and
help them dock into other mechanical shells.
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Force and Speed Aggregation: A single shell can house multiple robots to attain a greater force than that generated by
a single robot; the linear force of a dozer unit for instance
features the aggregate force of three robots (Figure 4b). Furthermore, greater rotational speeds and forces can be generated
when a shell allows multiple robots to be stacked and to rotate
on-top of each other in the same direction (Figure 1d).
IMPLEMENTATION OF HERMITS

In this section, we introduce the implementation of our proofof-concept prototype of HERMITS.
Overall System Design based on toio

The overall system of HERMITS is based on the off-the-shelf
robotic toy system, toioTM [14], developed by Sony Interactive
Entertainment (SIE) that features two-wheeled robots (only
sold in Japan [as of July 10th 2020] with price of approx. 40
USD). We use toio systems as the underlying self-propelled
TUIs (referred to as robots in HERMITS). While the hardware
is sold as a gaming console with dedicated game cartridges,
SIE releases its API for maker and researcher communities to
design interactions with the robots [12]. Based on their API,
we have built a Raspberry Pi-based hierarchical control architecture as shown in Figure 6. A computer (either Windows or
Mac) takes the central control of the system (based on Processing code), while a number of Raspberry Pi micro-controllers
were used for connecting and controlling individual robots
through Bluetooth (based on Python code). As for control
specs, the Python program on Raspberry Pi operated at 100
fps and Processing programs on the computer operated at 30
fps.
The reason for taking this hierarchical control architecture
is due to the limitation of the Bluetooth on a computer to
connect to toio robots simultaneously. By using a Raspberry
Pi, which is a relatively cheap computer with Bluetooth control
and wired Ethernet connection capabilities, the control system
can easily scale up to control many toio robots. The number
of toio robots we have tested for robust connection per one
Raspberry Pi is 5, and overall we have tested controlling up
to 70 robots using 14 Raspberry Pis simultaneously. This
software platform for the control architecture itself is useful
for prototyping SUI interactions using off-the-shelf products
as components.
A toio robot has an embedded downward-facing optical sensor
(camera) to detect its position on a custom designed toio mat
with printed patterns. This is similar to AnotoPen [16] technology. Toio mats feature printed patterns that encode absolute
localization information so that a robot can detect its position
and orientation when placed on the mat. The resolutions of
position and orientation detection offered by the API were
1.42mm and 1 degree, respectively. Each mat has a thickness
of 0.1 mm. Up to 12 mats can be tiled together to form a maximum area of 1260 x 1188 mm (toio Mat for Developers as in
[13]). In our implementation, we cut the mats to cover an area
of 610 x 920 mm to develop applications that operate within
an arm’s distance of a user. The remaining parts of the mat are
used to augment some shells to enable closed-loop control for
886

Figure 6. System overview and control architecture.

automated docking and for the detection of user-input. This
will be elaborated upon in a later section of the paper.
toio modiﬁcation for HERMITS

We have made three hardware modiﬁcations to the toio robots
speciﬁcally to meet the design requirements of HERMITS as
shown in Figure 7 and 8.
The ﬁrst modiﬁcation is for the active docking mechanism.
In order to achieve the active docking capability needed for
the HERMITS concept, a technique needed to be developed
to connect the robots to passive mechanical shells. This was
done by adding a micro-linear actuator to each toio. To avoid
the need to add an additional microcontroller to each robot, we
hacked the toios by repurposing their piezo control capabilities.
The oscillation pin was soldered to the servo motor, such that
generated signals could be used as a PWM signal to control
the motor. With this, by using sound control functionality of
toio API, the system was able to control the vertical pin up
and down (7 mm stroke, 0.15 sec/cm speed, and 0.24 kg-cm
torque) [2]. To contain this micro linear actuator, we replaced
the original plastic container of the toio with a custom 3D
printed case. The modiﬁed toios were 32 x 32 x 36 mm in
dimension. As shown in Figure 7 and 8, this vertical pin is
positioned at the center of rotation for a toio when two wheels
were rotated in opposite directions.
The second modiﬁcation is the addition of magnets for robust torque transmission to the mechanical shells. Our earlier prototype of HERMITS with original toio conﬁguration
revealed that the wheels can easily slip when actuating a mechanical shell, especially for the ones that require a relatively
high torque. To increase the friction of the wheels, we added
two disc-shaped neodymium magnets (6mm diameter, 1.5mm
thickness) to the bottom of each toio with a 3D printed mount
and placed a 1mm thick ferromagnetic iron sheet underneath
the 0.1mm thick toio mat. This modiﬁcation was inspired by
other SUI hardware for increasing the horizontal force for haptic feedback [39] and for locomotion on a vertical plane [38].
With this, we increased the linear torque from approximately
0.8 N to 3 N. We measured the linear locomotive speed to be
approximately 24.7cm/s.
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3D appearance in the CAD, an example shell prototype, and
speciﬁc characteristics for each basic shell design.
Simple (Static Shape) Shell: The most primitive deign of the
mechanical shells is the one that modiﬁes only the shapes of
the robot. This shell simply contains a docking slot as well as
lips on the bottom to hold the toio even if the units are picked
up by users. While placed down on a mat, this design allows
the robot to touch the platform for locomotion and position
detection. This simple shell also became a basis for other
modules with moving parts.
Figure 7. The wheeled robots developed for HERMITS based on toio,
an off-the-shelf robotic toy. (Components with underlines are modiﬁed
feature from original toio hardware.)

1 DoF Rotation Shell: This primitive shell is composed of
two solid components (an internal and external part respectively) that are connected through a single ball-bearing. The
external part is designed to house the internal one. The internal part has a similar design to the simple shell and can
freely rotate within the external housing when the wheels of
the robot are activated to spin in opposite directions. With
this rotation, this shell can become a motor to activate the
mechanism attached on top. Additionally, as the wheels are
designed to be touching the platform surface, this shell design
allows the unit to move across the surface when the wheels
are controlled to move in the same direction.

Figure 8. a. 3D model of the internal structure of toio with the additional
Linear Servo Motor, b. Added Micro Linear Servo Motor soldered on
Piezo signal wires.

Lastly, we made a modiﬁcation to the LEDs for optic transmission to our shell prototypes. While the original toio robot
had single RGB LED that could be controlled with the API, it
faced downwards and was difﬁcult to access by the mechanical shells for optic transmission. By tearing down the plastic
casing, we noticed that we could place a hole on the front side
of each toio for the internal LED light to pass through, such
that it could be transmitted to shells (Figure 7).
Design of Mechanical Shells

Next, we describe the design of mechanical shell prototypes
for HERMITS. We fabricated the mechanical shells mainly
with FDM and SLA 3D printers. Additional parts including,
bearings and magnets were embedded for some of the shell
designs as detailed below.
Primitive Types of Mechanical Shell for Motion Transmission

We designed four basic primitive designs of mechanical shells
to extend the motion of two-wheeled robots in different ways.
These four primitives serve as the basis for the variety of
mechanical shell prototypes featured in this paper. While each
primitive was designed for a single robot, these primitives
can be combined to achieve more complex mechanical shell
designs that can be controlled by multiple robots.
These basic designs are categorized in how the available activating motion of actuated modules are transmitted. Figure 9
describes the mechanism in a simpliﬁed section-cut diagram,
887

1 DoF Rotation Shell with Base: This shell design incorporates an additional base under the 1 DoF rotation shell design.
Unlike the 1 DoF rotation shell, the addition of the base means
that the wheels always have a surface to drive against such that
the unit can be actuated even when its lifted up. The base of
this shell has a ramp such that a toio can smoothly drive into
it and dock. The base contains an iron sheet to improve the
traction of the wheels and a toio mat to enable the closed-loop
control of the robot when it is inside this shell. Because this
module can be lifted, it can, for example, be combined with
a vertically moving module to act as a robotic gripper with
z-axis control (Figure 1h). As the bottom base is enclosed in
this shell design, the robot docked to this shell won’t be able
to detect the absolute position encoded on the mat. However,
this can be resolved by combining this unit with another.
2 DoF Rotation Shell: Unlike the other shell primitives, the
2 DoF Rotation Shell utilizes the fact that each wheel of a
toio can be independently controlled. This shell features two
rotating plates that can each be spun by a wheel. These plates
are locked to allow the toio to drive into the shell, and are
unlocked to enable robotic actuation of the shell. The shell
incorporates a special mechanism that can be triggered by
the robot’s vertically moving pin to control the locking and
the unlocking of the plates. When the vertical docking pin is
raised, the plates are free to rotate. When it is lowered, the
plates are locked such that the robot can drive in or out of the
shell. On the bottom of the shell, a hole was positioned so that
the optical camera of the robot can continue to identify the
position and orientation of the unit on the mat. However, the
robot is not able to detect the degree of rotation of the rotating
plates that it controls.
Mechanism Design Approach

Based on these simple primitive mechanical docking design,
we have designed and implemented a variety of mechanisms
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Figure 9. Design and mechanism of four basic types of mechanical shells implemented for HERMITS, and their characteristics.

combination of motion enabled the shell to exhibit the light in
multiple locations. Figure 10b presents the underline mechanism of trafﬁc signal shell that incorporates three optical ﬁbers
for the robots to selectively illuminate by adjusting the rotation
angle.
Tracking Mechanical Shells with AR Markers
Figure 10. Examples of mechanical shells that extend the illumination of
LED (a. 3D printed optical path for vehicle shell, b. three optical ﬁbers
for multi-channel output in trafﬁc light shell.

to convert and translate the motion by the robots using SOLIDWORKS. Some of them were simply designed and 3D printed
(e.g. the vertical motion shell on Figure 1j), while some other
were composed with LEGO gears for quick prototyping and
reliable, smooth and robust motion transmission (e.g. the fan
shell on Figure 1g, and the walking shell on Figure 4d).
Optical Transmission

In addition to mechanism design, we integrated optical paths
to transmit light from an RGB LED in each robot to different
parts of the shells inspired by [87]. Figure 10a is an example
of 3D printed transparent optical path designed to ﬁt into a
vehicle shell to enable head lamps (printed with transparent
resin of Form3 SLA printer [19]). While our employed robots
only had single RGB LED, using multiple optical paths with

While the toio robots were able to identify their own location
on the toio mat, for us to explore and develop certain interactive functionalities (for automated docking and detecting
controller inputs), we have implemented a way to track the
location of mechanical shells through a computer vision technique. As shown in Figure 11a, we have designed AR marker
modules to be magnetically attached on some of the mechanical shells. To track them, we placed a USB camera above the
interaction stage facing down. Figure 11b shows the actual
footage from the USB camera with graphically overlaid tracking information that is assigned to each AR marker associated
to each mechanical shell. We chose to use detachable marker
modules to quickly explore and demonstrate the concept of
HERMITS. In the future, more advanced tracking techniques,
such as using sensors underneath the interaction stage [84, 46,
64] should be incorporated for a robust, accurate, and compact
system.
As shown in this ﬁgure, we programmed the software in the
way that individual markers are associated with the relative
docking position and orientation of the mechanical shells.
With this, the system was able to control the robots movement
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generic and scalable Swarm UI interaction platform based on
off-the-shelf hardware (toio and Raspberry Pi), and B. a toio
docking modiﬁcation design as well as primitive designs for
mechanical shells that other people can use to design their
own 1 .
• Python software for Raspberry Pi control
• Processing software (Server App + Basic Template App)
Figure 11. Tracking of mechanical shells (a. Magnetically attachable
AR markers for tracking mechanical shells, b. the actual software view
of the tracking.)

• SOLIDWORKS 3D model of the primitive shell designs
and modiﬁed toio casing
APPLICATIONS

In order to demonstrate the strengths of HERMITS, we present
it’s applications to fulﬁll three different use-cases. We explain
how the HERMITS’s architecture and different types of mechanical shells are leveraged for each.
Interactive Mobility Simulation

TUIs have been utilized to facilitate multi-stakeholder interaction with urban mobility simulations. The tangibility of
such tools encourages city governors and citizens to plan and
discuss the future city together [1], while the output information remains only as projected graphics. As the technology
and service of self-driving cars are drawing increasingly more
attention recently, there are demands in tangible actuated tools
to emulate the future of mobility. Tangible tools and real physical motion can enable users to gain greater intuition of the
dynamic motion of a simulation, and also empowers users to
intervene with the system, for instance, by intuitively moving
a vehicle from one location to another.

Figure 12. Docking process (a. A robot moving in from the entry point
of a mechanical shell, b. a robot docking by moving its pin, c. the robot
activating the mechanical shell.)

to be automatically docked to the associated mechanical shells
dynamically. This marker tracking capability also allowed the
system to capture controller inputs from the knob, slider and
joy-stick shells by decoding the relative orientation between
the robots and the mechanical shells.
Manual Control with JoyStick-based Controller

In addition to automated docking control, we have developed
an Arduino-based controller with three joy-sticks to manually
steer three robots simultaneously. As the prototyping process
in this paper heavily focused on the iteration and fabrication
of the different mechanical shell designs, this allowed us to
quickly test and validate our prototypes of mechanical shells
with the controller, without writing code for each shell.
Docking Procedure

As for the docking procedure, each mechanical shell has predeﬁned entry points for each robot to move-in and dock (Figure 12a), similar to RoomShift [75]. After the robot is in the
docking position, the robot actuates the vertically moving pin
upwards to make the robust connection to the slot of the shell
(Figure 12b), then it can switch to the activation/interaction
mode (Figure 12c). The undocking procedure would be in the
opposite process, while the robots have to adjust its orientation
to secure the exit path when docked into mechanical shells
with double layered shells (e.g. 1 DoF shell). The tracking
of the mechanical shell as well as the robots are required to
automatically moderate this procedure.
Opensourcing the Code and CAD

We opensource the following programs and design. We believe
this can contribute to the community the following: A. a

We designed an application for HERMITS to support a trafﬁc
intersection simulation (see Figure 13 left). The actuated TUI
enables vehicle motion to be simulated and for the location
of different entities (e.g. buildings, trafﬁc lights, as well as
different vehicles, such as cars and busses) can be automatically adjusted to match the simulated data and view. They can
simultaneously be controlled by users’ for real-time tangible
intervention with the simulation model. The mechanical shells
in this application feature optic transmission of light and automated docking. The light is used to show the break-lamp
of cars, as well as to control the color of the trafﬁc signals at
the intersection. This feature is critical to allow users to understand the intricate behaviour of the trafﬁc at the intersection.
The importance of automated docking to shells is evident in
this application, as the types of vehicles in the simulation can
be consistently changing and updating. Finally, the interaction
stage helps to reveal and conceal different entities as the robots
transform their identities by donning different shells. The interaction stage permits modules to switch between on-stage
and back-stage locations. This allows for robots and shells
that are not needed to be fully of out-of-view from the user
(behind the wall on Figure 13e), to match the simulated data.
Since urban simulation data often features abstract metrics,
HERMITS can also be used for complementary data physicalization. They can be used for interactive and tangible bar
charts [32] for instance to indicate the amount of trafﬁc on
1 https://github.com/mitmedialab/HERMITS_UIST20
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Figure 13. Use scenario of tangible interactive mobility simulation (a.
car shell, b. trafﬁc signal shell, c. bus shell, d. building shells, e. a wall
to hide non-active shells and robots, f. bar chart shells, g. knob shell.)

each road (see Figure 13 right). HERMITS can also be leveraged to provide users with tangible controllers in the form of
knobs and sliders to control the simulation parameters.
Adaptive Environment/Desktop

Figure 14. Adaptive desktop application. (a. Height adjusting screen
shell, b.fan shell for cooling down, c. dozer shell for push notiﬁcation, d.
arrow shell to get users attention to speciﬁc direction, e. gripper shell to
hand objects to users, and f. Joy-stick shell for controller to be used in
speciﬁc software on the computer.)

While the previous application largely demonstrated the use
of HERMITS to interact with digital information, we believe
that they can also be used for enriching physical environments
in our everyday lives with their high level of reconﬁgurability
and adaptability.
Figure 14 shows how HERMITS can contribute towards actuated physical desktop environments [69, 3]. HERMITS can
sequentially switch the interaction mode by reconﬁguring their
mechanical shells. On this desktop, there are several shells
including a fan shell for temperature adjustment, the dozer
shell to provide strong haptic feedback for ‘push’ notiﬁcations,
and two vertical motion shells to adapt the height of a display.
Beyond the desktop environment, we believe that the broad
design space for mechanical shells can also be applied to dynamic physical environments in general [72, 85]. In a daily
living environment, robotic vacuums are now commonly deployed. As this type of hardware share similar technical components with the wheeled system used in HERMITS, the idea
of mechanical shells may give such robotic devices a way to
handle extensively versatile tasks at home and in the ofﬁce (e.g.
reconﬁguring furniture, climbing stairs, and moving obstacles
away with grippers).
Storytelling

The strength of HERMITS is also highlighted through a storytelling application. Taking inspiration from Alice in Wonderland, we use modules to represent the scene where Alice
chases after the rabbit that holds an iconic spinning watch
(Figure 15a). The units are able to play out the chasing motion between the characters across the stage. The mechanical
shells bring these characters to life by giving them high-ﬁdelity
forms that closely resemble the characters. Similar to the Interactive Mobility Simulation, the stage enables the robots to
change their shells out-of-view from the user and return to the
visible stage with their correct appearance to match the story
(Figure 15b). This mimics how actors move on and off-stage
to change costumes and play different characters to support
the story. With this interchangeability function, Figure 15 c
and d shows following scenes which represent the Mad Hatter
shell dancing as a tea-cup weirdly appears from his hat, and
Alice’s body growing in size by switching to a larger shell. As
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Figure 15. Demonstration of storytelling with Alice in Wonderland scenario (a. Alice chasing bunny holding spinning watch, b. robots changing the shell in the back-stage, c. Mad Hatter dancing in front of Alice,
d. Alice with grown body by switching the shell.)

the characters can be controlled by users as well, this application highlights HERMITS’ ability to be used as a tangible
educational tool for creating animated objects [62, 54, 57, 24].
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH SPACE

In this section, we elaborate on future research opportunities
based on the concept of HERMITS that extend the interactivity
of self-propelled TUIs, and outline the current limitations of
our implementation (see Figure 2).
Self-Propelled Device

Although we explored the use of wheeled robots as the underlying self-propelled TUI, a variety of other locomotive hardware
can be utilized based on the idea of HERMITS. Such hardware
may include levitating swarm interfaces (e.g. drones) [22, 6],
actuated curve interfaces (e.g. serpentine robots) [52, 51],
legged robots [71, 11] or wheeled pin-displays [70].
Accordingly, a number of properties of the robotic hardware
can expand the interaction design possibilities. While HERMITS is based on hand-scale devices, we can explore sizes
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Figure 16. Future research opportunities.

to accommodate a range of scales from nano-scale robots for
ﬁngertip interactions [7] to vehicle-sized systems for bodily
interactions [83]. Other design parameters may include the
number of modules, the operation speed (for general locomotion and docking), etc. Additionally, for project HERMITS,
there are research opportunities speciﬁc to the docking design.
These opportunities include deﬁning connection standards between different kinds of robots and shells, and exploring more
motion transmission mechanisms to cater to different types of
hardware.
Mechanical Shells

In HERMITS, the shells were prefabricated to meet the demands of the different scenarios, and were stored out of sight
when not in use. However, we believe that in the future, instant
or rapid fabrication methods [48, 89] as well as methods to
rapidly assemble and disassemble [68, 78] structures can be
useful additions to the overall system architecture. On a lowerlevel, further research into the design and fabrication of motion
conversion mechanisms [28, 74, 9] is promising. This could
improve the design process of shells for end-user applications,
and enable them to be more compact and efﬁcient.
Interaction Stage

In HERMITS, we demonstrated the idea for an interaction
stage with on-stage and back-stage sections to accommodate
the need for concealing shells that were not actively in use.
Costume changes in theater and fashion shows inspired this
design. Extending this metaphor, we can consider the way to
store and circulate the shells in the background while users
are interacting with the foreground devices. This may help
to accelerate transitions. Taking it a step further, it may also
be possible to circulate fabrication devices to facilitate ondemand construction and distribution of shells. Additionally,
the design of the stage can also be extended to non-uniform
or non-planar environments, such as on uneven or vertical
surfaces. We can also consider stage design for wearable
contexts [10, 33] or for handheld device use-cases [94].
Control and Applications

In HERMITS, we demonstrate a basic implementation for
controlling and coordinating the movement of modules, including the use of AR markers to support automated docking.
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However, the control system can be reﬁned for greater practicality, speed and robustness. Ultimately, the software system
should adapt the number of modules that are present on-stage
to match the users’ needs, and coordinate the timing of movements (i.e. moving and docking) to facilitate an optimal user
experience. Additionally, enabling bi-directional force control
for individual shells [47, 50] would open up novel research
possibilities in reconﬁgurable haptic feedback experiences.
This requires precise mechanical design for the shells, highspeed control, and an adaptive PID control. With regards to
applications, we see the possibility to combine the use of the
system with graphical displays or projection mapping. This
opens the possibility to use the system for data visualization
as well as AR/VR [44, 70, 86, 93].
User Evaluation

Lastly, while this paper validates the novel approach to supporting new interactions with a proof-of-concept implementation [27], performing extended validations, such as user
study-based evaluations, remains an opportunity. Future studies could include an empirical study to evaluate the affordances of our approach, which could cover how users perceive
robots changing theirs shell back-stage and reappearing, or
a workshop-based study to ask designers to create their own
shells to explore a wider range of applications.
CONCLUSION

This paper proposed HERMITS, a novel approach for dynamic reconﬁgurable TUIs to augment the interactivity of selfpropelled TUIs with passive attatchments, named mechanical
shells. We demonstrated this concept with a proof-of-concept
implementation based on off-the-shelf wheeled robots. Our
applications demonstrated the use of reconﬁgurability and
adaptability in our approach to dynamically provide different interaction opportunities to users. While this paper rather
focused on the variety of shell designs and the docking implementation, we outlined the future research directions beyond
the hardware design, including possibilities to enhance the interaction environment and advance the computational control.
We hope this paper inspires the ﬁeld to open up a new way to
fuse actuated computational devices with passive mechanical
modules to enrich our digital and physical interactions with
greater reconﬁgurability.
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